
 

 

 

Hunt ID: KY-WDeer-All-NVILLEGREE-WCM-OMT-ARRYL 

Kentucky & Tennessee Semi-Guided and Guided Whitetail Hunts  



 

 We actually have 3 different DISCOUNTED HUNTS here, two Semi-guided. One is near 

the town of Murray in Calloway County, Kentucky and another near Dresden in Weakly 

County Tennessee. The third is a fully guided hunt in Hopkins County, Kentucky. 

The Semi-guided were $1000 per person but have been dropped to $895 to build clientele. 

The fully guided hut was $ 1595 and has been dropped down to only $1195. 

We are a father/son team that enjoys the outdoors.  We enjoy the full spectrum of deer 

hunting – planting food plots, looking for sheds, scouting, and the actual hunts.  After 

spending 15 years hunting together on property that we had no control over, we decided to 

buy some prime hunting land in Tennessee and Kentucky.  The last three years we have 

implemented QDMA practices to improve the quality of our deer herd.  It has been a real 

pleasure to spend time in the field with each other and to see our efforts rewarded.  Tyler 

shot our first buck off one of our Tennessee farms in 2008 – a 3 ½ year old buck that scored 

135 2/8 inches.  We now have five farms in Weakley County, Tennessee, and are managing 

each one. We have both been blessed to have harvested some nice whitetails in Tennessee.  

We want to cater to other father/son teams but other hunters as well. We have deer 

cameras set up on all the farms, and have several pictures of nice bucks. All of our farms 

have food plots, ponds, bedding areas, and all the farms have mature timber.  Double man 

deer stands have been strategically placed at each farm, and climbing stands are welcome. 

Camping is allowed on the site but has no services. 

We try to keep the hunting details as similar as possible for each property to make 

understanding where and how you will be hunting as simple as possible. In both states 

licenses are available in town at Wal-Mart or available over the internet. 

The Outfitter will contact you as soon as your deposit is paid with all the details of the hunt 

and what to bring. 

In both of the Semi-Guided hunts Lodging and meals are not provided, but town is close by 

we just provide just access to the property, with a map showing out treestand locations and 

fence lines. It will also have all of our phone numbers on it in case you need to reach us. In 

both cases a 4 wheeler running through the property can spook the deer off the property. 

There are roads/trails around and through the properties so if you must I recommend 

using a 4 wheeler just to take game out but not for hunting. There are some food plots of 

clover on some of the properties but their growth is completely driven by local rain fall. 

The deer know they are there and check them regularly. 

This is an incredible opportunity for a father/son, husband/wife or just friends to enjoy 

themselves for a weekend and have a great chance to harvest a nice deer! We encourage a 

family atmosphere and offer a Christian environment for our hunters, call us and let us 



plan you a hunting trip of a lifetime. This area has been under deer management and the 

bucks though limited are quality animals a product of this management plan. 

Semi-Guided Kentucky Hunts 

  ROOM & BOARD: 

Kentucky hunters will stay in Murray, Kentucky, about 15 miles from where you will be 

hunting.  Eating and sleeping arrangements are the hunter’s responsibility. Licenses can be 

bought over the counter. 

These 100 acres of property is completely fenced and the Outfitter will take you to the 

property and provide you with a map that has the fence lines and the established tree 

stands. You are also able to bring your own tree stands, as long as they don’t harm the tree 

or ground blinds to hunt out of this is $895 per person for a group maximum of 3 hunters 

at a time at $ 895 each. A hunter can take a buck, a doe and a turkey while hunting this 

property during specific seasons. 

The area is full of mature oak trees that provide a good acorn crop for the wildlife.  Parts 

have been timbered to provide diversity in the habitat. 

The property is similar on both sides of the state boarder Callaway County, Kentucky 

hunters will stay in Murray, Kentucky, about 10 miles from your hunting area.,  

1. This is the Callaway County Kentucky Hunt: 

 A 4 day semi-guided Archery hunt for whitetails in Callaway County, Kentucky for 3 

hunters on 100 acres of private property, no one should be on it except you. If there is try 

to get a name or a vehicle id or license plate and call the outfitter. This can also be a 4 day 

gun hunt during the correct seasons. 

This property is completely fenced and the Outfitter will take you to the property and 

provide you with a map that has the fence lines and the established tree stands. You are 

also able to bring your own tree stands, as long as they don’t harm the tree or ground 

blinds to hunt out of this is $895 per person for a group maximum of 3 hunters at a time at 

$ 895 each. A hunter can take a buck, a doe and a turkey while hunting this property 

during specific seasons. 

The area is full of mature oak trees that provide a good acorn crop for the wildlife.  Parts 

have been timbered to provide diversity in the habitat. 

Kentucky seasons are as follows: 

Archery Season October 1 through December 31,  

Gun season November 13-28,  



 Late season muzzleloader December 11-19,  

Buck Whitetail license Cost is:  $190 

Doe Whitetails license cost is:  included in above license 

Fall turkey license cost is:   $60 

Spring turkey license cost is:   $60 

Turkey hunts will be available in the spring 

Bow Hunts 

4 Day Kentucky Bow Hunt only $895.00 per hunter, 2 Man Buddy Hunt in Callaway County, 

Kentucky 

 Hunters will have access to hunt farm to themselves.  Each hunter can harvest: one buck, one 

doe & one turkey.          

Gun Hunts 

4 Day Kentucky Gun Hunt $895.00 per hunter 

2 Man Buddy Hunts in Callaway County, KY 

 Hunters will have access to hunt farm to themselves, each hunter can harvest: one buck & one 

doe. 

Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources, #1 Sportsman's Lane 

Frankfort, KY 40601,800-858-1549 or Toll Free 1-800-858-1549   

http://www.kdfwr.state.ky.us/ 

  Guided Kentucky hunt 

2. This is the Hopkins County Kentucky fully guided with lodging Bow or Gun Hunt. A 4 

day Archery or Gun hunt for whitetails for 3 hunters on 350 acres of private property 

farm. Gun or archery hunt is in accordance to season dates. 

Archery Season October 1 through December 31,  

Gun season November 13-28,  

Late season muzzleloader December 11-19,  

Buck Whitetail license Cost is:  $190 

Doe Whitetails license cost is:  included in above license 

http://www.kdfwr.state.ky.us/


Fall turkey license cost is:   $60 

Spring  turkey license  cost is:   $60 

 

Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources, #1 Sportsman's Lane 

Frankfort, KY 40601,800-858-1549 or Toll Free 1-800-858-1549   

http://www.kdfwr.state.ky.us/ 

Semi-Guided Tennessee Hunts 

3. This is a 4 day semi-guided hunt in Weakley County Tennessee. A 4 day semi-guided 

Archery hunt for whitetails in for 2 hunters on 100 acres of private property, no one should 

be on it except you. If there is try to get a name or a vehicle id or license plate and call the 

outfitter. This can also be a 4 day gun hunt during the correct seasons. 

This property is completely fenced and the Outfitter will take you to the property and 

provide you with a map that has the fence lines and the established tree stands. You are 

also able to bring your own tree stands, as long as they don’t harm the tree or ground 

blinds to hunt out of this is $895 per person for a group maximum of 3 hunters at a time. A 

hunter can take a buck, a doe and a turkey while hunting this property during specific 

seasons. 

The area is full of mature oak trees that provide a good acorn crop for the wildlife.  Parts 

have been timbered to provide diversity in the habitat. 

You will be staying in Dresden, Tennessee. Lodging and meals are not provided, but town 

is close by we just provide just access to the property, with a map showing out treestand 

locations and fence lines. It will also have all of our phone numbers on it in case you need to 

reach us. In both cases a 4 wheeler running through the property can spook the deer off the 

property. There are roads/trails around and through the properties so if you must I 

recommend using a 4wheeler to take game out but not for hunting. There are some food 

plots of clover on some of the properties but their growth is completely driven by local rain 

fall. The deer know they are there and check them regularly. 

Eating and sleeping arrangements are the hunter’s responsibility. Licenses in both states 

can be bought over the counter. 

Bow Hunts  

4 Day Tennessee Archery and Crossbows Hunt at only $895 per hunter, 2 Man Buddy 

Hunt in Weakley County, TN. 

 Hunters will have access to the whole farm to them selves and can harvest, one buck, three 

doe & a turkey. 

Gun Hunts 

http://www.kdfwr.state.ky.us/


3 Day Tennessee Gun Hunt $895.00 per hunter 

2 Man Buddy Hunt in Weakley County, TN 

Hunters will have access to hunt farm to themselves, each hunter can harvest: one buck & 

one doe. 

Eating and sleeping arrangements are the hunter’s responsibility. Licenses in both states 

can be bought over the counter. 

Buck Whitetail license Cost is: $175 

Doe Whitetails license cost is: Included with your buck license 

Fall turkey license cost is: Included with your buck license 

Spring turkey license cost is: $60 

Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency 

TWRA Region 1 Office 

200 Lowell Thomas Drive, Jackson, TN 38301 

General Information   615-781-6500, 731-423-5725, 1-800-372-3928  

http://www.state.tn.us/twra/contact.html 

 

Mike Lollar - Owner  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

We accept 

  Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all 

hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of 
your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical 

condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it, 
hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling 

his bucket list!  

 

http://www.state.tn.us/twra
http://www.state.tn.us/twra
mailto:melinda.raymond@tn.gov
http://www.state.tn.us/twra/contact.html
http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

